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Spelling

appear

disappear

caught

thought

though

although

peculiar

natural



Thursday 9th July
LO: To write suspenseful sentences using fronted adverbials. 

What is a fronted adverbial?



After watching the ship closely, he edged nearer to 

get a closet look. 

As fast as she could, she sprinted away from the 

house. 

A comma is almost always used after the fronted adverbial, as in these examples. 

The video below has a useful explanation and some more examples. 
https://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize/topics/zwwp8mn/articles/zp937p3#:~:text=A%20fr
onted%20adverbial%20is%20when,today'%20is%20a%20fronted%20adverbial.

https://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize/topics/zwwp8mn/articles/zp937p3#:~:text=A%20fronted%20adverbial%20is%20when,today'%20is%20a%20fronted%20adverbial.






How could we add fronted adverbials to suspenseful sentences?

Here are some examples of fronted adverbials being used to create 

suspense. Can you underline them in each sentence?

In the moonlight, the sea glimmered spookily. 

As I crept closer to the house, I heard a terrifying wailing sound.

Cautiously, I tiptoed up the stone steps to the front door.

Hidden in the shadows, I saw an outline of a person. 



Look at the photo that you chose earlier this week. 



Challenge 1 – Write 3 sentences using the fronted 
adverbial sentence starters on the previous page. Write 2 
of your own fronted adverbial sentences.  

Extra challenge – Write 2 sentences using the fronted 
adverbial sentence starters on the previous page. Write 4 
of your own fronted adverbial sentences. Try to include 
adjectives and adverbs. 

Extra, extra challenge! –Write 7 of your own fronted 
adverbial sentences that create suspense. Make sure you 
include adjectives, adverbs and some similes.

Look at the photo you chose earlier this week on 
the previous slide. Choose one of the tasks below 
to try. You can use some of the sentence starters on 
the previous slide to help you get started. 

Note: there are some vocabulary lists and reminders 
of what the descriptive devices are on the last slide.



Some definitions and vocabulary to help:

Adjectives
(describes the noun)

• empty

• desolate

• gloomy

• creepy

• silent

• eerie

• ghostly

• cold

• sinister

• haunting

Verbs

(Action / doing word)

• crept

• peaked

• crouched

• hid

• groaned

• whispered

• gasped

• shivered

• tiptoed

• sprinted

• disappeared

Adverbs
(describes how the verb 
is done)

• cautiously

• gradually

• warily

• timidly

• urgently

• noiselessly

• suddenly

• immediately 

• hesitantly

• nervously

• rapidly


